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ON THE WATERFRONT: 
A RELUCTANT HERO 

 
 
On the Waterfront was produced in 1954 

and in 1955 won eight Academy Awards. 
 
Movie critics agree that Marlon Brando’s performance in the film 

was one of, if not the single most, influential pieces of acting in American 
cinema. 

One critic stated that watching Brando in On the Waterfront 
 was watching history being made 
and that acting was never again the same. 
 
The film was based on a 24-part series of articles  

in the New York Sun by Malcolm Johnson,  
titled "Crime on the Waterfront."  

The series won the 1949 Pulitzer Prize for Local Reporting.  
 
The Brando character, Terry Malloy, 

was based in part on longshoreman Anthony DiVincenzo,  
who testified before an actual waterfront crime commission 
about the corruption on the Hoboken Docks. 

 
And Karl Malden's character of Father Barry was based on an actual  
 waterfront priest, a Jesuit, Father John M. Corridan. 
 
To add realism, On the Waterfront was filmed over 36 days on-location in  
 Hoboken, New Jersey. 
The docks, the tenements, the bars, the littered alleys and the rooftops, 
 were all real. 
As a matter of fact, 
 only one scene was shot on set, 
 which of course was the scene – in the taxi. 
 
Two of Johnny Friendly’s bodyguards in the film  

were real-life, former professional heavyweight boxers. 
And many of the dockworkers in the film 
 were in fact genuine dockworkers. 
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Two other quick notes. 
In one scene Terry watches a ship descend the Hudson River. 
It was the Andrea Doria, 
 the Italian ocean liner that sunk in 1956 after a collision in the Atlantic, 
 killing 46 persons. 
 
And when Marlon Brando originally turned down the part, 
 another actor accepted the part. 
Any guesses who might have been approached to play a role on the  
 Hoboken docks? 
A son of Hoboken – Frank Sinatra. 
 
And if you’re a film buff, 
 you probably know it is widely held  
 that On The Waterfront is Director Eli Kazan’s answer to those who  
 condemned him for testifying before The House Committee on Un- 
 American Activities. 
And they see Terry’s testifying before the waterfront commission so he can  
 be true to himself as Kazan’s rationale for doing what he did. 
 
As the movie begins, 
Terry Malloy does not seem to be forged from the fires that normally give  
 rise to heroes. 
 
He is a washed-up prizefighter that Johnny Friendly  

a corrupt union boss,  
once bought a piece of and in many ways still owns, 

as he does just about everyone who works on the docks 
 through kickbacks and loansharking. 
 
When we first meet Terry, 
he is unwittingly used to set up the murder of Joey Doyle, 
 an honest longshoreman who is going to testify against Johnny Friendly 
 and other mob figures who have corrupted their union. 
 
Our first impression is that Terry is naïve and simple. 
He is unaware of how the real world works, 
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Really a boy among men, 
which Brando emphasizes 
by the difficulty he exhibits in expressing his thoughts, 
the nervous gestures he makes early in the film, and 
the fact that he often looks away from the person he is speaking to. 

 
With Brando’s magnificent facial expressions, 
  we can see that Terry is aware that something’s not right, 
and that he is trying to understand the world around him 
 and the feelings within him. 
But he seems uniquely ill-prepared for the hard, moral work that is required 
 to weigh the demands of loyalty to Friendly, 
  who was like a father to his brother and him after their father died, 
 and the competing claims 
  of protecting the innocent whom Friendly preys upon. 
 
And the result is he is in a no man’s land. 
He is alone. 
Something the movie makes clear by having him spend so much time on the  
 roof, alone and at peace away from the streets and the moral problems he  
 must face there. 
 
When Edie asks him, 
 which side are you on, 
Terry responds: Me, I’m with me. 
 
His solution to his dilemma 

is to believe he can be neutral. 
He doesn’t have to be like Friendly and his thugs, 
 but he doesn’t have to turn against him either. 
 
The film addresses the sentiment attributed to the Irish political philosopher  
 
Edmund Burke: All that is necessary for the triumph of evil is that good 

men do nothing. 
 
And the questions that drive the film are: 
Will Terry grow up and become a man? 
Will he become a good man? 
And will he do the hard thing that a good man in his situation must do – 
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 be courageous enough and morally mature enough to stand up and speak 
 out. 
 
If you watched the movie, 
 you know that Terry navigates these rapids 
 and On The Waterfront has, if not a happy ending, a triumphant ending. 
 
Here’s the final famous scene. 
This is after he testifies against Friendly 

and then he goes down to the docks to call him out. 
And he’s beaten senseless. 
 
But if the workers can walk in together, 
 past Friendly and his men, 
the owners will see that the mob has lost control of the union, 
 and the workers will have a chance  

to get their union and their dignity back. 
 
Clip: Final scene 
 
Some heroes seem to have it in their nature. 
They were born to be leaders. 
They were made to make a difference. 
 
But that’s not Terry Malloy.  
He is a most reluctant hero. 
And his story is a story of redemption 
 and of the inner transformation that makes his redemption possible. 
 
“But,” to quote Ringo Starr, “it don’t come easy.”  
 
How does it occur? 
 
First, HE DISCOVERS THAT THE WORLD IS BETTER AND WORSE  
 THAN HE IMAGINED. 
 
Terry has had a hard life. 
His father was killed 
 and he and his brother Charlie were sent to a boys’ home  
 which he ran away from. 
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He decided that if he was going get into fights all the time, 

instead of getting in trouble for punching out another guy, 
he ought to go pro and get paid for doing it. 

 
And when his career ended early, 
 he went on Friendly’s payroll. 
 
Terry grew up in a hard world. 
 
When he talks about it 
 there’s no sense that he’s been done wrong or 
  that he deserved better. 
 
The world is a tough place. 
Get used to it, 
 don’t expect anything else. 
Period. 
  
But two things happen. 
 
1. He realizes there is goodness in the world. 
 
Edie comes into his life –  
 like a beautiful flower daring to push its way through a crack 
  in the New Jersey concrete, 
 
For the first time Terry sees someone who is beautiful and good. 
And someone who is good to him. 
In one scene he even describes Edie as the first good thing 
 that has ever happened to him. 
 
And her philosophy of life is couldn’t be more different than his. 
 
 
Clip: Shouldn’t we help each other; all a part of each other 
 
There is a another way to live, 
 Edie tells him. 
A better way –  
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 where you’re not alone, 
 living for self, 
 doing to the other guy before he does to you 
 
We should help each other, 
 because we’re all in this hard world together. 
 
(John Donne) 
 
I don’t know if you noticed, 
 but in another scene when Terry walks Edie home from the church, 
 she drops her glove. 
Terry picks it up, 
 and instead of giving it back right away, 
 he does the most remarkable thing. 
 
He tries it on. 
Sitting on a swing like a child in a schoolyard 
 with his whole life before him. 
 
This pure white glove, 

from the hand of an angel, 
he puts it on his own hand. 
 
The symbolism is touching and powerful. 
Will Edie’s world of goodness and faith and hope 

fit him? 
Can he begin again and become someone new and better? 
 
Later in the scene the two talk about being aware of each other 
 when they were kids. 
 
Terry tells Edie that with her braces and her glasses 
 she was a mess – but that she grew up very nice. 
She tells him that he would have done much better 
 if instead of whacking him all the time, 
the nuns had treated him with kindness and patience. 
 
“That’s what makes people mean and difficult,” she says. 
“People don’t care enough about them.” 
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Terry’s response is wonderful. 
He says, “Are you kidding me?” 
 
He can’t believe that someone like Edie exists. 
But his next line is: Am I gonna see you again? 
 
For the first time in his life, 
 Terry is feeling loved. 
He is being graced. 
 
And he’s learning that the world can be good, 
 much better than he has ever dreamed. 
 
One of the reasons Jesus had such a profound effect upon people 
 is described in the prologue to John’s Gospel. 
 
John 1.14: The Word became flesh and made his dwelling among us. We  

have seen his glory, the glory of the one and only Son, who came from the 
Father, full of grace and truth.  

 
One reason Jesus changed lives is because he graced people. 
He came with grace for people who had  

grown up in a hard world, 
 been mistreated, 
 and been shown little understanding or patience. 
 
And he invited them to believe that the beauty and the goodness 
 and the purity they saw in him, 
by his grace they could put on for themselves. 
 
But Jesus also came with truth. 
 
And that’s also part of Terry’s transformation. 
 
B. He realizes there is evil in the world. 
 
Not only is the world better than he imagined, 
 it’s also worse. 
Not only is the world hard, 
 it can be wrong and evil. 
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When Joey Doyle is killed, 

Terry says, “He wasn’t a bad kid.” 
 “I thought they were just going to talk to him.” 
 
And you see it on his face, 

it’s a question really. 
 
Did they have to kill him? 
And did they involve me in a murder  
 without even telling me? 
 
As the movie progresses, 
 the reality of the brutality and the evil that resides in Johnny Friendly 
  and that he has become a part of grows on him. 
 
It’s not just taking care of yourself 
 or taking care of your own. 
It’s not just being hard 
 because the world is hard and 
 it’s taught you to be hard. 
 
It’s wrong. 
It’s wrong to kill a good kid like Joey Doyle. 
 
It’s wrong to drop a load of cargo on Kayo Dugan  
 because he’s going to tell the truth. 
 
And it’s wrong for your brother to take everything you ever dreamed of  
 just to make a few bucks. 
 
Clip: I coulda had class. 
 
It’s not just a world where tough guys have to be tough. 
It’s a world where good guys get killed 
 and where a brother betrays a brother, 

and where the innocent are preyed upon, 
like hawks prey upon pigeons. 
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People need grace to believe that they can be better. 
But people also need truth. 
 
We all need the truth that tells us about the real world we live in  
 and confronts us with ourselves. 
That’s why Jesus came not only with grace but also with truth. 
 
We need enough truth to know that there is good and there is evil  
 in the world.   
 
We need enough truth so that  
 we are no longer simple and naïve, 
  no longer boys in a man’s world, 
 but living with our eyes wide open 
  to the true nature of reality – 
  how good it can be 
   and how evil it often is. 

 
Frederick Buechner wrote a piece that speaks to the reality of the world we  
 live in. 
He uses very different symbolism 
 from what we see in the gritty reality of On The Waterfront. 
 
But it describes beautifully what Terry began to understand and what we  
 need to fully grasp. 
The world is much better and much worse than we have imagined. 
 
Frederick Buechner:  
It is a world of magic and mystery, of deep darkness and flickering starlight. 
It is a world where terrible things happen and wonderful things too. 
It is a world where goodness is pitted against evil, love against hate, order against chaos  
 in a great struggle where often it is hard to be sure who belongs to which side  
 because appearances are endlessly deceptive. 
 
Yet for all its confusion and wildness it is a world where the battle goes ultimately to  
 the good who live happily ever after and where in the long run everybody, good and  
 evil alike, becomes known by his true name... 
This is the fairy tale of the gospel with, of course, one crucial difference from all the 
  other fairy tales, which is that the claim made for it is that it is true, that it not only  
 happened once upon a time but has kept on happening ever since and is happening  
 still. 
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There are lots of ways to look at reality. 
 
But ultimately, it is a world of good and evil. 
Heroes, even reluctant heroes, 
 come to believe that there is good and there is evil, 
and finally they decide that good is worth fighting for. 
 
 
2. HE BEGINS TO THINK OF HIS LIFE IN MORAL TERMS. 
 
If the world is a place of good and evil, 
 then it matters what we do with our lives. 
And ultimately, that’s how the value of our lives will be determined. 
 
Clip: spill guts not worth anything – soul, worth if you don’t 
 
J. Hoberman in the Village Voice wrote: Always on the verge of unshed tears,  
 his face a smooth mask of tragedy, Brando's Terry is as soulfully stupid as he is  
 beautiful—a male Marilyn Monroe.  … Terry is a sort of brute yet vulnerable  
 animal trembling on the brink of consciousness. 
 
That consciousness is becoming aware of the good and the evil in the 

world around him,  
and also the reality that he is a moral being 
 and that the moral choices he makes will determine what his life is  
 worth. 
 
“There’s a lot more to this than I thought,” 
 Terry tells his brother when he’s asked if he’s going to testify to the  
  commission. 
 
And he’s right. 
It’s not just a question of talk or not talk. 
 
It’s the question: What worth is there to being loyal to your friends  
 if it means you have to be disloyal to yourself? 
 
Later in the movie when Johnny Friendly says, 
 you ratted on us. 
Terry responds, “I was rattin’ on myself all them years.  I didn’t even know 
it.” 
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Terry comes to realize that he is a moral being 
 and that he has denied that reality. 
And he has betrayed himself 
 by refusing to act as if right and wrong are essential to who he is. 
  
I’m going to get in trouble here. 
 
I think we all admire Steve Jobs’ brilliance and his resilience and his 

 focus and his ability to imagine what others have not and cannot  
see. 

 
But there is something disturbing in the Gospel according to Jobs. 
 
Watch part of his 2005 commencement to students of Stanford. 
 
Clip: Steve Jobs 
 
His message if you were to listen to the entire speech is: 
 
One day you’ll be dead, 

so follow your heart.   
Do what you want to do 
 and what you think is important. 
And don’t let anyone or anything keep you from it. 
 
Dr. Robb and I have been asked to speak to graduating 
 classes on a number of occasions. 
 
And you always include the obligatory, 
 go for your dreams riff. 
It’s expected and it’s effective. 
 
Tell 18 year olds or 22 year olds: 
 you’re special, 
 you have a special dream, 
 be true to how very special you are – 
 
It’s a sure crowd-pleaser. 
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But what if what you want is wrong or immoral. 
Or what if your dream is about building the most elegant bit of  
 technology the world has ever seen, 
but it has nothing to do with making the world a better,  
 more compassionate, more just place to live in. 
What if what you want is too small to create a big life –  
 money, power, prestige, or respect? 
 
When Ed or I speak, 

we always include something more. 
We tell graduates:  
Your life is a gift. 
You hold it as a trust. 
 
It’s not all about you. 
 
You are responsible to others with what you do with your life. 
You are responsible to God who gave you life, 
 to your parents who have helped you along the way, 
and to the community that you are a part of. 
 
We tell youth, 
 if your life is all about you, 
 it will never be what it can be or should be. 
 
You can make all kinds of dents in the universe. 
It’s the dents you make 
 to improve the lives of others, 
  especially the least and the lowest and the last, 
  not just those who can afford the latest, most expensive bit 
   of technology, 
 and the moral choices you make that determine your character – 
  this is what determines how well you live. 
 
We always stress significance over success. 
 
Work is important, and you can use it to help others and glorify God. 
But you can be the best worker at your company 
 and still be the worst person in the world. 
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Here’s where I’ll really get in trouble, 
 and where I may be unfair. 
But I think it ties in. 
 
Google “Steve Jobs philanthropy,” 
 and you will find article after article in publications such as the  
  NYT, the Washington Post, the Huffington Post and the WSJ, 
that begins: “Maybe Steve Jobs gave much to good causes  
 anonymously …” 
 
And that’s because there is no public record of his giving generously to any  
 cause. 
He refused to join Bill Gates and Warren Buffet and Mark Zuckerberg   
 in promising to give away at least half their wealth. 
That’s his right and you can’t fault him for that. 
 
But when he returned to Apple in 1997 he did close Apple’s philanthropic 
 programs because the company was on hard times. 
And he never reopened them 
 despite $14 billion dollars in profits last year. 
 
Two of Jobs’ closest friends, who declined to be named,  

told NYT reporter Andrew Ross Sorkin  
that Jobs had said that he could do more good  

 by expanding Apple, than by focusing on charity,  
especially once he was diagnosed with cancer. 
 
My point, believe it or not, is not to bash Steve Jobs. 
 
My point is it matters what your dream is 
 and what’s in the heart you’re following. 
 
 
“Follow your heart” is an inspiring phrase. 
 
But it is not in fact a moral approach to life. 
 
Follow your heart is not immoral, 
 but it is amoral – neither inherently good or bad. 
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Edie is following her heart – care for others. 
But so is Johnny Friendly – grab power and destroy anyone who gets in your  
 way. 
And Terry when he says “I’m for me,” 
 he’s following his heart. 
 
But Terry Malloy comes to understand that he is a moral being. 
And that moral decisions, 
 difficult, painful moral decisions are required of him, 
if his life and his soul are to be of any worth. 
 
Clip – a conscience can drive you crazy 
 
A conscience can drive you crazy. 
Honestly, a conscience is supposed to drive you crazy. 
That’s its job. 
 
And it will – unless you deny your moral nature and turn it off 
 or you obey it and do what’s right. 
 
Terry is a hero ultimately 
 because he claims his humanity 
 and he’s willing to fight and even die to do what’s morally right. 
 
FINALLY TERRY  
 
3. HE PICKS SIDES AND ACTS. 
 
Heroes give up the myth that they can be neutral. 
It’s a lesson that Rick Blaine had to learn in Casablanca. 
It’s a lesson that Oskar Schindler had to learn during WW 2. 
And it’s a lesson that we need to learn. 
 
After all, 
 how many WW 2 heroes come from Switzerland? 
 
You can’t be neutral and be a hero. 
You can’t sit out the battle and be a hero. 
You can’t be for yourself – and not choose sides –  
 and be a hero. 
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Clip: Crucifixion 
 
There is evil in the world, 

real evil, 
and it’s still going on. 
 
And in the face of evil, 

remaining silent and  
claiming to be neutral and 
doing nothing 

makes us cowardly and complicit. 
 
And as Edmund Burke reminds us, 
 that’s all it takes for evil to triumph. 
 
If you want to get right, 

ultimately you have to do right. 
You have to choose sides 

and you have to act. 
And very often it’s costly. 
 
Interesting, isn’t it? 
The boss’ name is Johnny -- Friendly. 
 
And that’s often how the temptation comes. 
The world around us that wants to own us 
 and control how we think and act, 
it comes as a friend. 
 
And if only we’ll go along,  
 we’re promised, we’ll get along. 
 
Ever been asked to compromise your principles, 
 look the other way,  
 just let this one slide? 
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Ever implicitly or explicitly, 
been given the message that those who play ball 

receive promotions and perks 
and those who don’t just somehow don’t seem to do as well? 
 

And without really understanding why, 
tough, self-made men, 
turn into good little, errand boys  

  who fall into line, 
don’t make waves, 

and never realize the prizes they receive 
are nothing more than the treats you give a puppy 

   when he learns to fetch the paper 
   or sit up pretty. 
 
In describing men who compromise with the world, 

the Bible uses much harsher language than errand boy and puppy. 
 

James 4.4: You adulterers!  Don’t you realize that friendship with the world  
 makes you an enemy of God? I say it again: If you want to be a friend of  
 the world, you make yourself an enemy of God. 
 
The world wants to be our friend, 
 at least it wants us to think of it that way. 
Adopt its goals, 
 don’t question its methods or its motives, 
 keep quiet about what it does to men, 
and it will take care of us. 
 
That was all Johnny Friendly asked of Terry. 
Just don’t do nothin’ or say nothin’. 
  
But no one ever became a hero by saying nothing or doing nothing 
 or claiming to be neutral. 
Heroes have to choose sides 
 and they have to act. 
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This quote from Erwin McManus, 
 you’ve seen it before, 
 
does a good job of summing up most of what we have said this morning. 
 
Erwin McManus: We will not stand by and watch humanity sell its soul to  
 gain the world.  We will not be seduced by the comforts offered us if only  
 we would compromise.  We cannot pretend that all there is, is what we  
 can see.  (We) know the world of spirit.  We know there is a darkness that  
 subversively corrupts the hearts of men, and to do nothing is to be 
 complicit.  We are born into a war.  We may feel like children, but we are  
 warriors. 
 
Just like Terry, 
 maybe in different ways, 
all of us have made mistakes. 
All of us have gone along to get along. 
All of us have tried to pretend that the evil in front of us 

wasn’t that big a deal. 
Or that it wasn’t our fight 

and we could be neutral. 
 

But the message of on The Waterfront is the message of redemption, 
 even for reluctant heroes. 
  
It’s the story of Peter who betrayed Jesus, 
 but later would die upside down on a cross 
  rather than betray himself and the Lord he loved. 
 
It’s the story of Paul, 
 who persecuted the church and blasphemed the name of Christ, 
 until his eyes were opened on the road to Damascus 
  and he saw the world for how it really was. 
And years later, 
 on trial for his life, 
 he told King Agrippa: I have not been disobedient to the heavenly vision. 
 
The game is always won in the second half. 
And where you’ve been isn’t nearly as important  

as where you choose to go. 
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God specializes in redemption. 
He specializes in reluctant heroes, 
 men who take a long time to open their eyes, 
  and claim their humanity, 
  and act for what’s right. 
 
Whatever you’ve done, 
 no matter what mistakes you’ve made, 
there is hope 
 and there is redemption. 
Give your life to Christ, 
 and you can become the man you’ve always wanted to be. 
 
 
 
 
 


